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SkyPorts are robotic systems that can land 
and launch autonomous fixed-wing delivery 
aircraft with payloads up to 400 lbs from a 
small physical footprint. Installed on parking 
lots, building rooftops, larger trucks, ships, 
islands or even other mobile vehicles, these 
systems provide a unique capability to 
operate energy efficient, long range, fixed-
wing Autonomous Air Vehicles (AAVs) for 
transport.  SkyPorts can be installed in 
strategic geographical locations to create an 
efficient distribution and delivery network.

Fixed-Wing AAVs can be ~5 times more 
efficient and 2-3 times faster than Rotary 
or Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL) 
drones. They are modified to allow easy 
loading / unloading of payloads. Modular 
bays detach from and attach to the 
underbelly of the AAV frame, completing 
their body. Compartments in the modular 
bays are package-friendly for safe 
transport and can be reconfigured to hold 
various sizes of payload. Aeronamiq’s 
technology assists with the loading, 
unloading, attachment and detachment of 
these modular cargo bays to the under-
belly of the AAVs. 

Aeronamiq’s technology uses advanced control systems to safely land and launch fixed-wing air 
vehicles. During landing, the kinetic energy of incoming fixed-wing air vehicles is dissipated and 
stored. This energy is utilized to assist in the relaunch of these AAVs, enabling efficient landing and take-
off from various zones without the need for large-scale infrastructure such as runways and airports. 
While our vision is to ultimately move towards clean energy technology, both all-electric and fuel-
injected AAVs will be in operation initially.

AAVS

SKYPORTS

TECHNOLOGY
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Loading Platform

SkyPort

Autonomous Air Vehicle (AAV) with modular bays to handle payloads
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RELIABLE, COST EFFECTIVE, AND FAST DELIVERY TO STRATEGIC LOCATIONS
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Unloading of Docked 
AAV for distribution

Launch from 
SkyPort

Rotating base allows AAV 
launch in any direction
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Capture by 
SkyPort

SkyPorts can  capture AAVs in any 
direction, mitigating wind effects.

Stage 1: Packages received are loaded via modular, 
detachable, payload bays on to one of our Fixed-Wing AAVs

Stage 2: Fixed-Wing AAVs are launched to the destination by 
our robotic technology (SkyPorts)

Stage 3: AAVs are captured at the destination by SkyPorts 
installed on rooftops of cityscapes, parking lots, islands, ships, 
mobile vehicles, or other strategic locations.

Stage 4: AAVs remain docked at the SkyPort allowing 
unloading of packages at locations close to the final delivery 
destination within the hour.

* Peak speed of 100mph

Detachable Payload Bay for 
convenient loading

STAGES OF OPERATION
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Parameter Beta  
(2021)

Operational  
(2023)

Payload 10 lbs - 50 lbs 200 lbs - 400 lbs

Max. Distance 50 miles 100 miles

Delivery Time 2 hours 1 hour

Loading / Unloading 30 mins 20 mins

๏ Manufacturing Sites to Distribution Centers

๏ Warehouse to Warehouse or Local 

Delivery Centers 

๏ Medical Supplies and Humanitarian Aid

๏ Ship to Shore Deliveries 

๏ Harvest Sites to Storage Facilities

PAYLOADS / USE CASESSPECIFICATIONS
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Our Innovation Business Benefit Business Impact

SkyPorts 
with small physical 

footprint

Ease of Expansion: Create landing and launching facilities at 
locations of your choice.

Increased Geographical Connectivity: Deliver goods to 
geographically isolated or conjested regions, such as islands or 
cities, within similar timeframes.

Extended Endurance: Increase endurance by swapping out 
AAV’s power source or refueling when docked at a SkyPort.

Increased 
Revenue

AAVs 
with high payload capacity 

that travel at ~100 mph

Increased Delivery Speed: Relocate storage infrastructure away 
from cities, but still be within reach.

Better Transport Efficiency: Save time and fuel costs by 
avoiding road congestion and shipping high value goods directly 
to strategic locations.

Reduced 
Costs

Modular Bays 
for loading and unloading

Reduced Delays: Circumvent industry bottlenecks such as 
container consolidation wait times and driver shortage by 
expediting smaller shipments autonomously. 

Reduced 
Costs

WHY US
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BETA DEPLOYMENT
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Beta trials feature all-electric AAVs that are 
characterized by extremely low noise and 
vibration, capable of carrying ~20 lbs of cargo 
over 50 miles within an hour. Swappable,  
rechargeable batteries drastically reduce turn-
around time allowing for extended delivery 
missions. The AAV features fully autonomous 
take-off, autonomous flight, and autonomous 
landing using a laser altimeter allowing 
operators to reroute the AAV as needed 
between missions.

ALL ELECTRIC

PORTABLE LAUNCH / RECOVERY

MODULAR DESIGN / SWAPPABLE PAYLOAD BAY

Portable pneumatic catapults are used to launch 
the AAVs from any location. The AAVs may also 
be launched from the tops of moving vehicles 
such as cars or trucks. Heavy duty landing gear 
provides efficient shock absorption that allows 
recovery in unprepared fields and rough terrain 
over very short distances. This makes the AAV 
an invaluable asset for expedited transportation 
of high value cargo to and from locations that 
are not easily accessible.

Payload bays detach from the under-belly of the AAVs for easy 
loading / unloading of cargo. Bays are customizable for cargo 
types to ensure safe and reliable transport. The entire AAV 
system is modular, with fully interchangeable components, 
allowing for easy storage and transportation in a rugged case.
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FLIGHT OPERATION
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GCS 1 GCS 2

SAT COMMS

LINE-OF-SIGHT: 37.5 miles

Mode Features Range

Line-Of-Sight 
(LOS)

• Autonomy: Flight-plan programmable pre-mission or during mission
• Operator Control: Pilot / operator always in control via over-ride
• Multiple GCS operation: Operators across multiple GCS can perform hand-off 

manually or automatically.
• Take-Off / Landing: Autonomous or Operator controlled.
• Airborne Hazard detection integrated

Upto 37.5 miles

Beyond Visual 
Line-Of-Sight 

(BVLOS)

• Autonomy: UAV remains on fl ight path till new LOS GCS obtained or timeout 
occurs, at which time UAV will return on original fl ight path to re-establish 
comms with last known GCS.

• Operator Control: Pilot / operator may send mission-critical commands via 
Iridium satellite communications 

• Telemetry: Data rates / latency dependent on geography / location
• Airborne Hazard detection integrated

5 - 30 mins 
(extendable based 

on regulations)

• Primary Data Link

• Secondary Data Link

BVLOS

LINE-OF-SIGHT: 37.5 miles


